
The sun is shining, the ground is good, and pony parties are back!

Welcome to the Summer newsletter, it is packed full of member reports and results 

which shows that even in these tricky times us horse riders will not be slack! 

(warning, you are going to need a pot of tea, a packet of biscuits, and a comfy chair!)

Hopefully, you are all well, and horses are… as well as they can be, considering they 

are such precious creatures. I can’t think of anything much to moan about, the grass is 

green, the sky is blue and thankfully the flies have not returned yet to plague us!

Although I have read on social media several of our members have dispatched their 

first horse flies this week, I am yet to meet a 2021 horse fly….

Meoners have been very busy over the last few months, representing the club in both 

qualifiers and championships. Plus many have been attending all the fantastic training 

put together by Penny. If you have been doing a bit of the training either with Meon or 

off your own back, do consider putting yourself forward for representing Meon at a 

qualifier next season. Just give it a go, everyone is very friendly and supportive of one 

another, we are all on our own individual competitive journeys. I personally have found 

it a great incentive being part of a team, otherwise I would probably just put off 

competing with feeble excuses. The call for teams generally goes out on Facebook but 

you can check the competition calendar too on the Meon website 

http://meonrc.org/competitions/competition-calendar/

for what’s coming up, and its never too early to contact the team manager with your 

form.

Hope you enjoy the reports from our members and a certain chestnut mare!.(Thank 

you for these- they’re brill!)

Any questions, corrections,

comments or suggestions, 

feel free to email me.

Corinne Staples 

corinnestaples@yahoo.co.uk
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First off, don’t forget to enter……..
Meon RC Open Dressage Show Sat 3rd July at Bowlake
Classes in Intro, Prelim, Novice, Elementary and Medium!
All tests ridden on a surface in a 20m x 40m arena and warm -up also on a surface.
Rosettes to 6th place and Best Member Rosette for each class/section. Open to all so please share 
with your friends.

https://www.equineaffairs.com/eventdetails.aspx?id=345580

right: XC schooling with Georgina

http://meonrc.org/competitions/competition-calendar/
mailto:corinnestaples@yahoo.co.uk
https://www.equineaffairs.com/eventdetails.aspx?id=345580
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Left- Pippa’s hidden 
halt!
Middle- Ruth 
Right-Corinne
All dressed up with 
no where to go!

BRC Virtual Intermediate Dressage Qualifier and BRC Virtual 

Dressage Championship by Pippa Griffin
I’d never done an online dressage thingy before so I was a little unsure how to go about it. I 

asked around and a couple of people at my yard had done E-riders (they have an RC league 

by the way if you want to do it as a Meoner) and the general advice for the ‘filmer’ seemed to 

be stay zoomed out unless further away, keep horse and rider centre screen and remember the 

horse’s legs are more important than the rider’s face. This was a BRC qualifier though so 

unlike most online dressage we had to dress up too. First the qualifier. I was determined not to 

film a million takes. After all, in face to face dressage - should that be ‘mane to mane’ dressage 

you only get one attempt. Also I knew Dude would be knackered if I made him do it multiple 

times! I was really pleased with my first attempt and was going to leave it but gave into 

temptation and did a second just to see. It was maybe a fraction better but the decision was 

made easy for me when I watched them back as v2 final halt was completely hidden by the 

letter C. V1 it was! Totally chuffed to then find out we’d won (entered the Ele as an individual) 

and so now we had an online national champs entry to film! A Meon team had also qualified for 

the virtual champs so wanting to create a bit of our own atmosphere while still sticking to 

distancing rules, a few of us met up to film our tests at Ruth’s house in Priors Dean as she’d 

kindly let us use her gorgeous arena. This test (D20) was a much harder Ele test created by 

BRC and basically featured everything including the kitchen sink. So we def didn’t want to do it 

twice!! It was warm and Dude was quickly tired but like the pro he is, he tried his little heart out 

and I was super pleased with him. Really chuffed to finish 11th at the overall championships 

esp as aged 21, we have now officially retired from BD and probably BRC comps too (pending 

a future pairs D2M re-run to defend our title with Kerry Tyrell but now unlikely as pairs deferred 

again). Enjoyed watching Ruth and Corinne record their tests too and just missed Barbara’s on 

Paddy but he was a super star as always and received a cracking score!! Thank you Ruth for 

your arena and filming the champs and Mel Richards for filming my qualifier. I know from 

returning the favour to film Ruth’s that you really do get arm ache ha ha! 

Virtual Intermediate Dressage Qualifier Meon Results March 2021

Novice Team- 4th with individual placings Ruth Evans 2nd, 

Corinne Staples, Helen Geddes and Emma Proctor all 6th individually

Individual Elementary- Pippa Griffin 1st

Individual Novice- Helen Bainbridge and Sam McEwan both 4th
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Virtual Championship Meon Results April 2021
Novice Team (of Barbara Wood, Ruth Evans, Corinne Staples and Kerry Tyrell) came 11th  

with Kerry coming individual 5th

Individual results for Emma Proctor 10th in the Novice and Pippa  Griffin 11th in the Elementary 

Baring in mind the huge amount of competitors in this championship I think everyone did 
extremely well!

SJ Training Report by Joanne Mundy
Firstly I am honoured to have received this nomination from Penny. I joined the club about 4 years 
ago with my horse Drummer. My main aim was to practice jumping just for fun. I started off with 
David in the 70cm class as a couple months before I’d suffered an accident jumping which ended up 
in hospital with a stitched face. Before the accident I was jumping higher but always suffered badly 
with my nerves. This was due to the only other fall I’d had before that which ended in a broken leg!
David was brilliant from the beginning and recognised Drummer was a very good horse and I was a 
competent rider. After my accidents I just didn’t believe it. My confidence over the years had gone 
from highs to lows and back again. David always believed in me and his encouragement kept me 
coming back. So I consistently booked most of his lessons month after month. Along with David 
coaching me I met some lovely Meon members along the way. They have also been encouraging 
during my lessons when I’ve have had a bit of a wobble and I've found out its not only me that 
suffers from nerves!
Before lockdown I moved onto the 80 class as I thought It was about time I pushed myself out of 
my comfort zone to get back to where I was before my accidents. I still suffer terribly with my 
nerves  but I try not to let them hold me back. My aim is to one day compete at a small show 
where there are not too many jumps as when I'm nervous my memory fails. But in the mean time I 
will continue to let Drummer have fun jumping and just enjoy the fantastic training at Meon for 
myself.

Left- Joanne and Drummer at David’s SJ Training ( report below)
Right–Barbara and Georgina after recording their Champs test.
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Biomechanics Session with Jennie Candy by Sian’s Tiley
After making poor Pip swap places with me so I could attend the biomechanics session with 
Jenny I wasn’t disappointed. Jenny was very welcoming and encouraging. I briefly explained all 
my riding and non riding ailments that I thought were relevant and Jenny gave me a special 
jacket to wear and started to record our way of going. She gave clear instructions and a set of 
exercises which she would repeat later after some adjustments. The funniest one was walking 
down the centre line with your eyes closed! I challenge you to do that ( with supervision) and 
see where you end up I am sure you will be amazed! Having done this exercise it was 
established I collapse to the right, probably the long term out come of walking round with 
babies on ones hip and to counter act this I was given a band to wear across my shoulder and 
around my foot. This was no easy task but highlighted the muscles I need to activate to improve 
my position. We worked through the different exercises and Jenny gave me some Franklin balls 
to put between Daisy’s saddle and my thighs. The next challenge was to canter ... surprisingly 
this was easier than it looked and the difference in our way of going definitely improved. After 
the lesson Jenny compiled a video of the session and sent it to me. This in itself was great as I 
am a very visual person and don’t often get to see my own riding (probably best as it is quite 
shocking ) The whole session and the video has impacted on my riding since and both myself 
and the ponies have benefitted as I have been able to put into action and ‘feel’ what I am doing. 
I would highly recommend a session if the opportunity arises again. Jenny was also good fun, 
non judgemental, and encouraging.
*****************************************************************************

Junior Member Profile
I’m Katie Knight and I was Meon’s 1st Junior Rider. I came into horses when I was a little bit 
older than a lot of girls and I wasn’t lucky enough to have my own pony for a few years. I learnt 
to ride with two lovely ladies in Lovedean called Sue and Yvonne and the Pony Mad Hackers! 
Looking back we had a lot of fun and had some rather funny adventures, Tasha (my sister) had 
been riding 1 year longer than me and we did things together. Eventually I was able to do a year 
at pony club on a borrowed pony and met Georgina. I continued borrowing ponies, and whilst 
we didn’t have transport or a lot of money for events but we did have weekly lessons. Initially 
Tasha and I shared Billy until I eventually got Mora and then later Roxy. At the same time, we 
found some transport and started going places. Somehow mum got us invited to be Georgina’s 
Livery, and then moved to be near our ponies. I did a fair bit of mucking out, gained experience, 
and continued with lessons. Mum was a member of MRC so as soon as they talked about 
juniors I was signed up! Lockdown has delayed things but I have come out of it a better rider 
with an amazing pony – Roxy. I’ve done a grid clinic and a couple of xcountrys with MRC but I’m 
really looking forward to the 2 day camp and meeting everyone from the club. On Saturday I 
entered my 2nd ODE at Tweseldown and came a very respectable 14th out of 41 in the 90cm and  
I remember sitting there 2 years ago wishing I was me (we were jump Judging) and this year I 
had a brilliant day and loved competing. Georgina still gives me lessons, hints and tips, but her 
support when we go out competing has been a huge help. I prefer her to my own mum when 
we go out eventing 😊
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Below and Right-Katie and Roxy at Tweseldown

*************************************************************************************

Horse Trials Qualifier May 2021 by Jo Young
Larkhill What a day! Our first team member had to go down the centre line at 8:30am, so we all 
started at sparrowsfart - thank goodness both of our grey boys cleverly kept their plaits in 
overnight and didn’t roll in any poo... It was a new 80s team - none of us had evented for ages 
and it was the first time for most (maybe all?) of the combinations - so we were all really feeling 
that scared/excited combination. Anxious scanning of the weather forecast didn’t help - neither 
did the course walk of the SJ arena which seemed tiny with molehills, tank tracks and a couple of
funny strided doubles... so grateful to Cheryl for taking us round the XC a few weeks ago - at least 
that bit didn’t feel too daunting! We’re still waiting for the results but we were SO lucky with our 
weather - yes we were wet, but escaped the downpour that hit the poor 90s, and the ground 
was lovely. We all loved it, regardless of results (I’m pretty sure I was eliminated due to a course 
error in the XC, but hey ho) and are already plotting when we can do it again! It was a lovely well 
organised event with smiley volunteers and kind, friendly stewards and starters which gave it a 
lovely atmosphere despite the rain. Thank you so much to Ruth for organising and Liz for team 
managing - it really does make such a difference...

Horse Trials 
Meon’s Results
80cm- Team 4th

with Anna 
Brock individual 
6th

90cm-
Individual Jilly 
Bazeley 2nd and 
Sue Crossley 
4th

Left-The 80s Team
Anna Catherine, Lara and Jo
Above- 90s Jilly and Sue with Ruth
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Arena Eventing Championships Aston Le Walls 23rd May 2021-

A Horse’s View – Thacka Princess

Awoken at 4, breakfast, loaded by 5, driven by Margaret, accompanied by the lovely Diane 

and at ALW after 7am. After a quick check on me, with haynet, and warm drink for Margaret and 

Diane, they went to walk the course, joined by the other team members. I continued with my beauty 

sleep! Ruth relayed the sad news of Kerry’s deer accident on the A34. Total disbelief at such 

misfortune and we hope the recovery services were soon there to rescue Angel, Kerry and her 

mother. They were already missed! On Margaret’s return, whilst getting us both ready to jump, she 

muttered about us, not being fit enough or having the ability to complete the course. I pricked my ears 

when she said my great friend Harry had a stop at the first. We are so alike and not just our coat 

colour. This was serious as Harry never stops! She didn’t know how Sue and Darco went, as had to 

come and get ready. I was on my toes, full of this interval training which she needed, not me, for the 

rests in between! After 10 minutes walking as the warm up arena was busy, we went into trot and 

canter mode, before popping over a small cross pole a few times. Then first time over a big parallel, 

the top pole I rattled with my front hooves. I never touch a pole as I don’t want to scratch my nail 

varnish! We flew over the parallel 5 or 6 more times but I could feel Margaret was not confident. 

(Veronica’s comment re confidence, I was besieged with self-doubt! Margaret)  Into the main arena, 

and Margaret was very still in the saddle, with a steady canter, took us over the first which was also 

the first of three full up and width parallels, (red one re Jo Barton comment) I was loving it and after 

we flew through the angled single pole double perfectly, nearly bounced her out of the saddle, on 

landing, fence 8. After fence 9, with ears pricked, it was the Cross Country section, my favourite but 

she wasn’t letting me go as usual! Why? However I was able to show off my Welsh Cob trot through 

the water complex. And on we went, meeting every fence perfectly. After one double up a slope, we 

nearly jumped C of 100cm treble. Come on woman!  You are there for the directions whilst I do the 

work! Then fence 9, the corner jump, her bête noire, but easy peasy, straight across the middle, no 

deviation left or right. Finally she let me go! Up one slope, concealed ditch and down a slope, over 3 

log jumps, a wide house. What’s this? She’s hooking me back which she never does. It was the Joker 

fence which so many horses had flipped the top rail. 
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Margaret and Diane had spent ages, discussing tactics whilst watching previous rounds. Diane 

had quickly asserted that the Joker was on an angle and a lot of horses were allowed to run on, into it 

without checking back, to get attention, after all the fixed jumps. We sailed over it, to great applause 

and shouts from the Meon Group, Ruth, Diane, Sue, Shirley and Rob, on the bank, near the exit. I felt 

like a film star but on a mud path not a red carpet, as everyone surrounded us and escorted us back to 

the vehicle park. Ruth is my new best friend as she gave me titbits which I am not allowed. It was then 

Margaret and I learnt the great news that Sue and Darco had also went clear. Hurray! Some good news, 

on a day of mixed fortunes.

Everyone met at our trailer, to have a hasty communal lunch with welcome hot drinks as it was 

so cold in the bitter wind. I had my lunch with them but sad not to see Harry or meet Darco. As Shirley 

said, it was just like old times, the Meon Spirit and Camaradie, sharing the ups and downs amidst 

laughter and smiles. Next, it was homeward bound with heavy traffic and rain, quite opposite to the 

outward journey. Just as we were turning in to our entrance, I felt a sudden jolt as Margaret managed to 

jam the trailer against the gatepost. Him Indoors came out, and due to Diane’s presence, unprintable 

expletives were avoided! Unloaded me, put in the field, unhitched trailer and wiggled it off the gate post 

which was damaged but trailer unscathed. Gatepost now repaired. What a day we all enjoyed! Our 

greatest thanks go to Diane, supporter not only for Margaret and Princess, but for Sue and Shirley, and 

to Ruth, who was Team Manager Extraordinaire! Superb videos!

The moral of this story is trust your horse, believe in yourself and enjoy the ride!

This article is dedicated to Clare Cornett without whose magic McTimoney; I would still be 

hobbling about with severe back pain. We would never have got to the Championships. Also it is due to 

Clare’s support and encouragement when Princess was a newly broken 5 yr old, that we began jumping. 

She spotted Princess’ jumping ability, when she asked me to join her and Huck, on a XC clinic at Fair Oak, 

as I had been staying firmly on the ground competing in dressage. I severely broke my right leg in four 

places, over 20 years ago, in a riding accident and thought I would never properly walk again, never 

mind ride, and then jump. Many people have been involved in my horse riding history but ultimately it is 

to Clare, I owe the greatest debt. We all have doubts and fears but it is our true friends, whose help and 

belief that gets us through those times. Non horsey friends think I am bonkers but then this is what 

equines do to us!

Margaret Hird

Previous page
Left- Princess with 

the team and Ruth
Right- Sue
This page
Left -Margaret
Right -Shirley

Meon Results
Team 12th with 
Margaret 10th and 
Sue 16th (out of 86 
competitors)
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AND THINGS DON’T ALWAYS GO THE WAY THEY SHOULD! 

Please see Kerry Tyrell’s report below

Well our May did not go to plan. Larkhill area 17 Horse Trials qualifiers. The day started with 

rain lots off rain. We get to Larkhill, Angel, my mum and me. I go and walk the cross-country 

and sj. So already wet. Warm up in the car. To then get ready for the dressage. It was about 

the only time it did not rain, in the warm up. Angel was very good and listening. And just before 

our test the rain came down so heavily. In we go to our test, Angel was amazing. By this time I 

had very wet pants. Back to car to warm up and change of clothes. Into the show jumping 

which was like a bog pit. Short warm-up, in we go for the jumping. Going well considering how 

wet and boggy it was. Then for us to have two stops around the course. Very much out of 

character for Angel. And still raining continuously by now I've gone through all my dry clothes . 

Thinking on to the xc I made a decision to withdraw from the cross-country. Angels saying I'm 

not happy to continue. And I was listening.

Now looking to the arena eventing championships, so excited. So up at 2am round to pick my 

mum up. Who is still in bed asleep. Bless her. Up to the stables to get Angel in from the field. 

Get her plaited up looking smart. Off we go. Gone past Newbury A34. All going well. Til a deer 

decided to run in front of us and rearrange the front end of my car. Instantly the lights on my 

dashboard start coming on. So I know we've done quite a bit of damage. Massive vibrating 

coming up through the steering wheel. A lot of choice words later non-repeatable. We creep to 

the nearest lay-by. Still quite dark so a little bit of panic to get to the lay-by as only crawling 

along the A34 now. Safety now in a lay-by get out to check the damage. Oh well we nearly 

made it. Covid did not stop play but a deer did! Could Only happen to me. So not sure where 

we are on the A34. I use what3words to the breakdown. Well it turns out we are in the Indian 

Ocean. Then America, and finally on the A34. So now the waiting game to be rescued. Two-

and-a-half hours later. Highway Agencies stop both sides of the A34 so we could unload angel 

safely and reload Angel back in my trailer on the back of someone else's 4x4, off they go with 

mum. Then load my car on the breakdown truck and off we go. Well my cars was re built within 

a week and a half and now back on the road. So made it out to GW Equine Arena Eventing on 

5th June. To win the 80. And have two down in the 90 my rider error causing that. So glad to 

be back out. Now can't wait for the Summer Area Dressage. And big well done to everyone 

else just gutted I could not make it. Stay safe everyone.

************************************************************************************************************

2-Day Clinic at Rogate by Tiffany Christer 
Eagerly getting ready for the start of the clinic, brushing Bramble and making her nice 

and smart, only for her to poo on my favourite grooming brush!! I told her that's got to 

be all the sh*t out the way nice and early, haha. With Diane and Claire getting ready 

too, we're happily chatting about the day ahead and what we wanted, staying on 

board was the top of all our priority lists!

We arrived in plenty of time, unloaded ponies and had a lovely chat with fellow meon

members who we haven't seen in such a long time, or indeed met. So many changes 
over the past year it's crazy. I made a beeline to meet Toby, Jo's lovely new Connie! 
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Once tacked up I found my group, Katie on the lovely Roxy and Hannah on super 
cob, Bally. Sadly we were a couple of members down. We made our way to Mark 
and XC was our first lesson, YAY! After some info gathering from each other and 
Mark we were warming up and cracked on with some jumps! Bramble was 
somewhat excited and decided a little bronk between fence one and two was 
perfectly acceptable to show off to her new friends. After a kick on she got over 
herself and we had a blast! She flew everything! As did my team mates, all horses 
were on top form and as Mark would put it, simply fabulous! We focused on the first 
field and some technical jumps in the woods, the horrible skinny log between the 2 
trees and the 2nd one! Roxy put us all to shame doing it brilliantly first time, Bally 
missed the line first time but came back and did it well 2nd time, Bramble and I took 
a few attempts as just couldn't get the line to the second log but stubborness took 
over and we prevailed! Whoop! Albeit rather messy... Lol!  
Hannah put her brave pants on and did the wall/ditch combo (really well too!)  
Time just disappeared so we didn't touch much in the second field however, we did 
jump the large trakehner on the right of the gateway which I've wanted to do for a 
while and Bramble pinged it beautiful! Very chuffed! We mooched back to the 
trailers, sorted the pones and sat down for a lovely lunch where groups mingled and 
were buzzing about their mornings. We had lunch with people from all groups so it 
was lovely to hear how everyone was getting along! It seemed everyone was 
enjoying themselves just as much as we were.  
 
The afternoon presented itself with show jumping and flatwork. After Mark being 
somewhat horrified and somewhat bemused with our groups differences in hoofware 
(Roxy prepped with Studs, Bally shoes but no stud holes and Bramble no shoes at 
all!) we all had an excellent SJ round, the ponies were again impeccable, just flying 
everything. With some hints and tips from Mark along with many a sarcastic 
comment we were having a lovely time!  
A little break for a drink we were onto flatwork, oh no!! All our least favourite 
discipline! Haha. Being pretty knackered by this point we took a deep breath and 
cracked on! We did loads of softening work, loops and bending to support the horses 
and get them to loosen up, Mark gave us some great exercises to do and be able to 
practice at home! Bramble made me work hard but we had some fantastic moments. 
We then took turns to do abit of canter work before cooling down and finishing for the 
day.  
 
Day 2, the lovely Ony joined us in the morning getting ready as she was borrowing 
the Queen of Fluff, Gilda (one of Diane's haffies) today. Once again arriving and 
getting tacked up whilst catching up with a variety of people on the way, including 
Sharon who was there to take photos today! Yay! We were back on board, feeling a 
touch achy I might add! Finding my group, we were off, starting the day show 
jumping this time, so with a good warm up and Mark adjusting the jumps a little bit 
we were back to it. Jumping approx 80/85cm we pulled a course together and all 
went clear! None of us could have asked for more from our ponies, they were 
enjoying themselves just as much as we were! Flatwork was next for us and Bramble 
was feeling tired and very slow now, the heat wasn't helping much either!! We did 
some good softening and bending work but she wasn't going forwards enough, we 
had a lovely carriage just at a snails pace, haha!! We'll get there! We didn't want to 
knacker the ponies too much as we knew XC was coming in the afternoon, so we 
kept it short and sweet and broke for lunch. 
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Another wonderful opportunity to chat with other groups and see how they were all getting 
along. Roland's group was a little late to the party as they decided to do abit more SJ and break 
a little later but we still had time for a quick chat before realising we best tack up and get back 
on!
Heading over to XC with our 'personal' photographer we warmed up and again cracked on, we 
blasted through the first field pretty quickly as wanted to focus more on the back field today. 
We all jumped the big downward log in the woods which is certainly more downwards than u 
realise til you keep travelling!! Bramble jumped all the bigger jumps and loads of stuff we've 
never done before! We did a couple of the arrowheads, one of which I didn't like the angle and 
got it wrong, being 'told off' by Mark and Sharon laughing at our er... Debate!! I re-approached 
and Bramble jumped it with her best giraffe impression ever! Delightful! Haha.
We then did the palisade down the hill and left over the chunky palisade topped with the log, as 
I was approaching that I had a minor eeeek, that's getting BIGGER moment, no need to have 
worried though, Bramble flew it with ease! Some fun in the water, a pop over the big tyre jump 
I'd never really noticed before and a good gallop uphill over a few fences as we went. Then 
Mark had us go down another drop, over a log and canter down a steep downhill section, Katie 
took the lead, then Bramble and Hannah at the back, Bally had a little yeehaa moment down 
the hill and certainly didn't slow it down! (Gold star for Hannah in Marks eyes! Whoop!) we 
finished off with a small lap of jumps in the first field, had a wonderful debrief with Mark and 
'homework' set before finishing for the day. Our team was a great match and we spurred each 
other on to face challenges and not let nerves get in the way!

It was a truly fantastic clinic, everyone thoroughly enjoyed it, the atmosphere was wonderful 
and I think everyone left buzzing!!

Until next time...!
*****************************************************************************

(NOTE Penny has added a One Day Clinic at Rogate in Sept, its getting booked up really 
quickly so be quick!)

Big thank you to all the helpers and volunteers this spring/summer because without helpers 
there can’t be competitors, as all clubs must supply helpers at the area events.
Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook for news, chat and calls for teams
https://www.facebook.com/groups/120029654674761

And save the date… Meon’s Open Show Jumping Competition at Crofton is Sat 13th

November!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/120029654674761
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Photos from the 
2- Day Clinic

Above -Jo Knight
Left- Clare
Below - Sian

Above-
Katie 
Right- Eric
Below-
Tiff

Left- Caroline
Right -Jo Young
Below left –
Freya
Below right-
Diane


